
 
                         REINSTATEMENT REVIEW INVENTORY - II 
                         *********************************** 
                                CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
 
       NAME OR ID#    : Example Report                 ---------------------- 
       AGE: 24     SEX: Male                           |       MEETS        | 
       DATE OF BIRTH  : 01-01-1996                     |   REINSTATEMENT    | 
       ETHNICITY/RACE : Caucasian                      |     CRITERIA       | 
       EDUCATION/GRADE: Partial H.S.                   ---------------------- 
       MARITAL STATUS : Single 
       DATE SCORED    : 12/11/2015 
 
       RRI-II results  are confidential  and  should  be  considered  working 
       hypotheses. No  diagnosis  or decision  should be  based  solely  upon 
       RRI-II results. The  RRI-II is to be used  in conjunction  with exper- 
       ienced staff judgment. 
 
                                                 RRI-II PROFILE 
       Scales         % Score      +---------------+-----------+-------+---+ 
       ------         -------      -   LOW RISK    -  MEDIUM   -PROBLEM-MAX- 
                                   -               -           -       -   - 
       TRUTHFULNESS      37        ***************.-...........-.......-...- 
                                   -               -           -       -   - 
       ALCOHOL           76        *******************************.....-...- 
                                   -               -           -       -   - 
       DRUGS             59        ************************....-.......-...- 
                                   -               -           -       -   - 
       STRESS COPING     61        *************************...-.......-...- 
                                   +---------------+-----------+-------+---+ 
                                   0               40          70      90 100 
                                   ----------- PERCENTILE SCORES ----------- 
 
       INTERVENTION CHECKLIST: Out of 24 items, the applicant answered 19 as 
         'Completed requirement' and 4 were answered 'Does not apply to me'. 
         Answers are listed on page 2 of this report. 
 
       COMPARATIVE CHANGE: Out of 18 items, the applicant answered 10 as 
         'Changed for the better' and none were answered 'Does not apply'. 
         Answers are listed on page 3 of this report. 
 
            Client had: 1 DUI arrest, 1 suspension in the last 10 years. 
 
                                      SUMMARY 
                                      ------- 
       The  statement  'Meets  Reinstatement  Criteria'  means  RRI-II   test 
       results indicate that together the Alcohol, Drugs  and  Stress  Coping 
       Abilities Scales scores do not  represent  a  problem  at  this  time. 
       Furthermore,  fewer  than  4  Intervention   Checklist    items    are 
       categorized as answer #1-Required but did  not  complete.  And,  fewer 
       than 4 Comparative Change items are categorized as  answer  #3-Changed 
       for the worse. These Reinstatement  Review  Inventory-II  results  are 
       accurate and valid. 
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       * * SUMMARY PARAGRAPHS EXPLAINING CLIENT'S ATTAINED SCALE SCORES * * 
           ------------------------------------------------------------ 
       TRUTHFULNESS SCALE: LOW RISK RANGE                  RISK PERCENTILE: 37  
        This is  an  accurate  RRI-II  profile  and  other  scale  scores  are 
        accurate.  This individual  responded to the  RRI-II test  items  in a 
        nondefensive, cooperative and truthful manner.  Denial and  distortion 
        are minimal. This person has adequate reading skills and was truthful. 
        The  Truthfulness  Scale  is  designed  to  identify  self-protective, 
        recalcitrant  and  guarded  people  who  minimize   or  conceal  self- 
        report information. 
 
       ALCOHOL SCALE: PROBLEM RISK RANGE                   RISK PERCENTILE: 76  
        A drinking (beer, wine or liquor) or alcohol-related problem is  indi- 
        cated. Verify if this person is a "recovering" alcoholic. Relapse risk 
        is  high.  RECOMMENDATIONS:  First  offenders  may be  assigned  to  a 
        midrange intervention or treatment program, whereas, multiple  offend- 
        ers might be referred to a more comprehensive program. Intervention or 
        counseling (individual or group) should not be replaced  by Alcoholics 
        Anonymous  meetings. Rather, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meetings  could 
        augment  treatment.  Individual or group  counseling on  an outpatient 
        basis might be appropriate. 
 
       DRUGS SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE                      RISK PERCENTILE: 59  
        Some indicators of drug use are present, however, an established  pat- 
        tern of abuse is not evident. RECOMMENDATIONS: Interview to  establish 
        this client's history and pattern  of  drug  use  or  abuse.  Consider 
        referral for enrollment in an education  program.  Multiple  offenders 
        (and interested first offenders) might concurrently  attend  Narcotics 
        Anonymous (NA) or Cocaine Anonymous (CA) meetings.  Most  medium  risk 
        scorers benefit from pretreatment education. 
 
       INTERVENTION CHECKLIST:  this  applicant's  answers  indicate  that  he 
        positively went  beyond  what  was  required  for  some  preconditions 
        established  for  driver's  license  reinstatement.  The   applicant's 
        answers show that he did not complete some requirements established at 
        the time of driver's license suspension  or  revocation.  Indeed,  the 
        applicant  acknowledges  awareness  of  requirements  that  were   not 
        completed. And his answers show some Intervention Checklist items (#47 
        through 70) do not apply in his case. Intervention Checklist items and 
        applicant answers are summarized for reference. Items and answers  are 
        abbreviated in this report. 
 
                              INTERVENTION CHECKLIST 
       47-Aftercare..Exceeded requirement  59-New friends.Exceeded requirement 
       48-AA.........Requirement completd  60-Family time.Exceeded requirement 
       49-Lifestyle..Exceeded requirement  61-Religion....Exceeded requirement 
       50-Chem. dep..Exceeded requirement  62-NA..........Item does not apply 
       51-CA.........Requirement completd  63-Outpatient..Item does not apply 
       52-Counseling.Exceeded requirement  64-Paid fees...Requirement completd 
       53-Court reqs.Item does not apply   65-Recov. pgm..Requirement completd 
       54-Comm. sys..Did not complete      66-Self-help...Requirement completd 
       55-Chem. dep..Requirement completd  67-Stop drinkg.Requirement completd 
       56-Grp. couns.Exceeded requirement  68-Stop drivng.Requirement completd 
       57-Fam. rela..Item does not apply   69-Stop drugs..Requirement completd 
       58-Ind. couns.Exceeded requirement  70-Educ. prgm..Exceeded requirement 
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       COMPARATIVE CHANGE: this  applicant's  answers  to  Comparative  Change 
        items (#71 through 88) indicate that he believes some positive changes 
        (cognitive, behavioral and lifestyle) have occurred in the  last  year 
        or 12 months. Applicant self-report indicates that many of these items 
        have not changed in the last 12 months. This applicant reports few, if 
        any, of these items have 'changed for the worse.'  Comparative  Change 
        items and applicant answers are summarized (in abbreviated format) for 
        reference. 
 
                                COMPARATIVE CHANGE 
       71-Temper...........Improved        80-Healing.........No change 
       72-Understanding....No change       81-Drug use........Improved 
       73-Well-being.......Got worse       82-Not drinking....Improved 
       74-Drinking.........Improved        83-Not using drugs.Improved 
       75-Driving Attitude.Improved        84-Responsibility..No change 
       76-Driver Education.Improved        85-Problems........No change 
       77-Driving safety...No change       86-Social drinking.Improved 
       78-Family...........Improved        87-Social drug use.Improved 
       79-Friendships......No change       88-Substance educa.No change 
 
       STRESS COPING SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE              RISK PERCENTILE: 61  
        Although generally manifesting average stress coping  abilities,  this 
        person's  emotions  can  interfere  with  judgment--particularly  when 
        frustrated, angered, rejected or during periods  of  substance  abuse. 
        However, stress does not appear to be a focal issue in  this  person's 
        adjustment. This score is a Medium Risk (40 to 69th percentile) score. 
 
       SIGNIFICANT ITEMS: The following responses may help in understanding 
       the applicant's situation. 
 
       ALCOHOL                             DRUGS 
       -------                             ----- 
        6. States drinks more than should  42. Admits to a drug problem 
        8. Drinking more than little prob. 
       12. Last year attended AA meetings 
       14. States concerned about drinking 
 
       SUSPENSIONS/REVOCATIONS             ** One DL suspension 
 
       MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS 
       -------------------- 
       119. Drinking is not a problem      124. Drug use not a problem 
       120. Not sure needs alcohol trtmt   125. Not sure if needs drug trtmt 
       121. Last year: alcohol counseling  126. Last year had drug counseling 
       122. States "recovering" alcoholic  127. Drove a vehicle in last year 
       123. Suicidal in last year          128. Not informed of requirements 
 
       COMMENTS:______________________________________________________________ 
 
       ___________________________  __________________________  ______________ 
                                      STAFF MEMBER SIGNATURE         DATE 
 
       RESPONSES  1- 50 TTFTTTTTTF TTFTTFFFFF TFTFFTTFTT FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFF3233  
       Test #1   51-100 2341234333 3442222223 1231112122 1112211213 2233122333  
                101-128 1143213141 3414144143 21143214 
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